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Phys·- Ed Chair Resigns
"Claims administration
By Robert Flynn
The chairman of the
Health, Physical Education,
and Recreation Department,
Dr. Edward A. Braun, has tendered his letter of resignation
as chairman, citing, "The
Vice President of Student,
Services (David P. Deep) has
failed to honor any of his
commitments" in the restructuring of the newly established department. '
Braun states he "was
manipulated by the administration" to create the new
department and "corollary

incompetence~'

maneuvers (by the administration) to impose an authoritarian relationship has
cleaved two natural allies
(the Athletics Department
and the Health, Physical Education, and Recreation
Department) into mutally
exclusive camps."
David P. Deep denies
Braun's charges adding, "Dr.
Braun's resignation was submitted at his own choosing. I
regret that this misinterpretation of the situation
occurred."
President Adrian Rondileau also commented on

Braun's resignation, calling
the situation "an unfortunate
misunderstanding" and that
past administration decisions have been made in
accord with what is "standard
in athletic administration
over the country and0 what
has worked well consistently." Rondileau maintains,·
"It is premature to evaluate
the effectiveness of the
Athletic. Department until it
has had a chance to
function."
Dr. Braun's resignation will
become effective at the end'
of this semester.

Dr. Edward A. Braun

Photo: Ed S.ntllll

Commuter Group Forms
·By Margaret. Ffah~rty
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Tools Age
Booth still unmanned Confirmed

!=.By Biii Brassil

I

Wednesday September
21st marked the first meeting
of BSC newest student
organization. The Off Campus and Commuter Student
Alliance is the brainchild of
Peter Hartel!, the newly
appointed advisor to off campus students and Bill Brassil.,
the chairperson of The
Friends of Bridgewater..
The organization's purpose as staled by Hart ell· uis
to overcome the. fragmentation of BSC's 3000 commuters and to represent. the
unified needs of those
students."
These aims were presented.
to the dozen or so charter
members who attended the

first ,me.~ting. Jhf;) problems
aired.at the meeting fell into
two categories: parking
problems and inadequate
disemination of information
valuable ·to commuting 1
students.
Co-founder Brassil. pointed. out that while· 80% of au
students are commuters, resident students use 90% of the
colleges services, partially
because commuters simply
do not know thatthe services
exist.
Brassil and Hartell hope
that OCACSA can provide a
central informat,ion location
accessable to all commuters.
This t1nification covid also
hopfully lead to increased
communication with the cofSee Commuter page 9

The little red information
lbooth sticks out like a sore
!thumb and its shiney metal
!surfaces clashes . with the
~rchitecture of the older
!buildings on campus. Worse
jyet, it has been unmanned
;since the opening of school,
itherefore failing fuctionally
1as well as aesthetically.
j However, there may be
~hope yet. According toDave
;Wilson, director of Communiity Services, and. the man
iresponsible for the outdoor
ilnformation Booth, steps
!have been taken to alleviate
hhis problem.
§ "The area that the booth is
iin", ·Wilson says, "is unattrac-

trucks parking behind Tilly.
When the work is finished on;
the booth, it should enhance§
the entire area around it. 11 I
The work he mentionedE
includes .adding a brick sur~
facefo the booth to bring it ini
tune with the other buildings;
surround~ng the quadrangl~.§
The S.G.A. has also donated!
money for plants, shrubbery,§
and a bench to add to the5
booth's attractiveness. i
Finally, the wiring for thei
booth is scheduled to·be bur-!
ied underground.
"The§.
work", Wilson says, "should§
begin in about three weeksJ
and ·Should only take a day~
and a half to complete."
· ~
The booth is to be staffed;
by work-study students. "It~

~~}.Y.~.. !?.~!?.~~.~~..~.L!r..~..9~J~..!:.n2............................~.!!.. ~2~.~~..P.!.\1!..!J

by Marjorie L. Payne
Last Spring, a preshistoric
tool-making site ·was discovered on campus by Dr. Curtiss Hoffman's Public
Archaeology class. An age of
2500 to 4000 years has been
confirmed for one of the arti. facts found. It is believed to
be a dart point for hunting.
Planned construction on
campus threatened do destroy the site. However,
further investigation showe.d
that what remains of the site
is well out of. the area of construction. The.· need for
immediate excavation no
longer exists and work on the
site has been postponed.
See Tools page 9

The· Women's Fleld Hockey team con11nues their 4 game shutout streak by defeating ·the University of Southern Maine
team 4-.;.o. See related story on page 1o. Photo: Ed Sanum
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Letters to the Editor
S.G.A.
POSITIONS AVAILABLE

Three Cheers
Dear Editor
Three cheers for Jeannie
·Pantanella and her article in
this week's Comment entitled
"Our Student Government:
Whose Side are they on Anyway?!!" Jeannie's ,article
reminded me of a letter I
addressed to you last semester regarding the outcome of
the SGA elections at that
time. I was concerned then
about whether or not the students who voted as they did
were aware of the issues and
the qualifications of the candidates, and wondered what
effect the outcome of the

elections would have. It
seems my fears are al ready
surfacing, and the academic
year has just begun! I find it
disappointing and embarrassing to learn that our Student Government
Association is in the hands of
people who are ignorant of
their responsibilitis.
I would hope that this
situation improves itself, for I
fear that the SGA may. be
made a mockery of through
the actions of some of the
higher ranking officials and
of the election process itself.
Sincerely
D.ebra A. Desnoyers

The S.G.A. wishes to announce the following openings:

No. of
Vacancies

POSITION
Student Affairs Committee

1

All College Committee

1

These positions are available for the 1983-84 academic year. Interested students should
flWout an information sheet at the S.G.A. office. on the third floor of the Student Union.

Pen Pal

Personals

old-marriec;f-single. People
who would not mind corres1 wo':'ld appreciate it very ponding with a lonely conmuch if you could please -fined prisoner-me.
print this letter for me in your.\ · I am 23 years old-whitecollege newspaper.
single-lonely-5'11"-195 lbs.l_am a lo~ely confined pri.;. stocky buiit ..·brown curly
soner who 1s presently con- hair-brown eyes. Aquarius is
fined at the Chautaugua my sign.
County Jail ~ Mayville, New
t will explain all about
York. Jam presently awaiting myself to those who do corto be sentenced to 71h - 15 respond with me. So will you
years for possession. I will be please correspond with me.
sent to Attica Correctional Write to: Norman c. Butts
Facility - Atti?a, New York.
Chautaugua C9urty Jail:
I am seeking correspon- . Box 128, Mayville·, !\Jew York, .
dance - with people-young- 14757.

Print your personal on a clean piece of unshredded paper

Editor:

and bring it to The Comment office. When submitting personals you must show your Bridgewater ID. Your name is for our
records only, and need not appear in print. Remember if we
can't read it we won't type it!

..J:F ~·· '_./·

I
/

-l.

..n.i_,.,. ;

;t/ih(df:

Do you enjoy writing, reporting, reviewing or photography?
If you do and would like to join
the staff or just contribute, then
come to a Comment meeting to
find out how. The Comment
holds meeting every Tuesday at
11 :00 am. Get involved with
your newspaper.

The Comment invites members of the BSC community to use this space for a forum_ for their ideas, comments, and personal views. Letters should be typed tJnd
mus-t be signed. All submissions must be made before
noon. on Monday.
Tuesday:
Sports
Entertainment
News
Mc:mday:
Features
Advertisements
Wednesday
Late News
Personals
Emergency Bulletins
Classifieds
t
=. Announcements
Cartoons
!. . Letters to the Editor Graphics

Deadlines
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Fall 1983 _Publication Schedule
All of the following dates are Thu:rsday_s and are
subject to change.
Sept 22, 2~, Oct 6, *, 20, 27, Nov 3, 10, 17, *,Dec
1,8,15,*
* indicates a week without a paper.
The ,Comment is a student supported and operated
weekly newspaper serving the academic community of
Bridgewater State College. Editorial policy is dete.rminea by the Editor-in-Chief in Consultation with the
Editorial Board. Re-publication of all material herein
is prohibited without the expressed written permission of the Editor-in-Chief. All materials submitted
become the property of The Comment. Letters to the
Editor are encouraged but ·may be limited· to 250
words or less and must be typed. Letters, classified
advertisements and all other written materials are
subject to condensation·. Advertising rates are available upon request. Any-person wishing to join The
Comment should contact either the Editor-in-Chief or
the Managing Editor. All correspondence should be
addressed to The Comment, Student Union Building,
Bridgewater Stat~ ,Gollege, Bridgewater, MA 02324.
on~:.! .617 . 'hi 20<1 .
., 21.S .. ,.. ... ~ ~ c>·I . , ..

FRESHMAN
ELECTIONS
CANDIDATE'S FORUM
The following are letters
received by The Comment
from candidates for the
class of 1987 SGA offices.
These letters were not solicited in any way and do
not constitute endorsement by The Comment.

President
My name is Melissa Frank
and I'm appealing to you for
support in my campaign for
class President for the Class
of 1987. I have basic experience with student government as I was involved in high
school. I have a lot of ideas
for our class and any input
from anyone would be
greatly appreciated. So with
your help, we can make this
class a cut above the rest.
Melissa Frank

Vice
President
Hi! my name is Marlene
Forti and . I am running for
Vice President of the Class of
1987. I believe I have the leadership qualities as well as the
time to fulfill this position.
The important thing to
remember is that I am not
running to represent myself I am running· to represent
you. The choice is yours so
make the right one. Please
get involved and vote.
Marlene Forti

part in many activities such
as being Treasurer, Coach of
C.Y.O., Cheerleading,
Chearleader, elected track
captain, and Special Olympic
Coach. I was also a counselor
at a Special Needs Camp and
Academy. All of these jobs
recquire the maximum
amount of leadership,
patience, enthusiam, creativity, and concern for others. If
you believe this is what it
takes to make a worthy part
of the Student Government,
trust Gina Prader as Vice
President.
Gina Prader

.Secretary
Freshman elections are
fast approaching and it~s trm·e
to think about the candidates.
My mane i·s Karen Treadu.P
and I'm running for a seat on
the Student Government
Senate. I feel that I am a wellqualified candidate because
I've held a seat on a school
congress on other occ~sions.
I consider myself to be a
leader unafraid to the take
the initiative. If elected, I will
represent my fellow students
and voice their opinions
clearly. I realize that it's hard
to vote for people you don't
know anything about, but
trust me, I won't let you down.
So take time to vote.
Thank you,
Karen A. Treadup

My name is Denise Duffy
and I am running for Secretary for the Class of 1987. ·
Remember me - Denise
Duffy - on' election day.
Thank you.
Denise Duffy

Being here at Bridgewater
State College only a few
short weeks, I've already met
a number of the students. I
Hi. My name is Karen Willithink anyone would agree ams and I am running for the ·
that the class of eighty-seven
freshman position of Secrelooks promising. But as any tary. I live in Hanover, Mass. I
other unified group of peo-' am pre.sently working for the ,
McDonald's of Hanover.
pie, we need leaders with
enthusiasm, ideas, and true
While in high school, I was
interest in the people. You, as
Business Editor oJ the yearthe students, chose the di rec-· book, a band major:ette and I
also played on .the Varsity
tion in which your class will
go by the officers you elect.
Soccer team. In our high·
This year voting will take
school, I have held the pffice
place in the bookstore
of Representative in our StuOctober 5th and 6th. When
dent Council. I have also
you take the· short time to
been elected Worthy Advisor:
vote, remember to elect Gina
of our local Rainbow Assem- .
Prader for Vice President of
bly. I attend the First Baptist
the freshman class .. Duri,ng .· Church of Hanover, and over
%.~bi.QJit ~®! YPJln·~,JtQQI$ ~\ ~~P.~S"~~~, ! have Mlc;U~e.qfii7~. "'.

ces of Secretary, President,
and Treasurer. All of these
positions requires organizational responsibility. In col.:.
lege, I am a Business
Management major. I am very
interested in student govern-.
.
.
.
.
I
ment and I would like to see I~----~-----~~-------~---~---~
each student of the freshman I
°'\fJ.,~
k 04',- :
class well informed - and I I
o~
o,,_ ~I
would like to be that highly ~O
.
'"'~q I
motivated person to tell you.
Hope to see you at election
day.
Karen Wiiiiams

-<.

i Classifieds ~J

Senator

l./:P~
a ~.r~~

$o;

·---

For Sale
1973 Buick Apollo with dam"The Best Choice" - If you age to right side. New starwant things done right, vote ter, exhaust, brakes, tires,

for me, Nadine Lucas for battery, rest of car is so\\ds~nat()r ~:J. JN~nt .itq. Jake an jU$t . needs,, somesfjp:tff,,'a.od

active part in making decisions that will affect you, my
classmates. If you really care
about the class of "87'', vote
for me because I care. And
because I care, I will do my
job to the best of my ability
with all the energy and enthu. siasm it takes to see that we
have a fun and rewarding
year.
Thank YOl,I.
Nadine Lucas

Publicity·
Director
Freshman class of 1987:
You are in dire need of a Publicity Director. Heel I have the
qualities to fit the duti'es of
this job. My name is Judy
Ward and I'll try my hardest to
inform you of up and coming
events. All you have to do is
on.the ballot check off where
it says 11 other 11 and fill in Judy
Ward. Remember the popularity of your freshman activities depends on captivating
and informative publicity.
Judy Ward

Vote
Oct.
5&6

I

to1
I
L~--~------~---~-~-----~----~•
LOST: A turquoise ring with
silver rosette. Lost last Tuesday in the BurrHI Ave. Academic Building, on the 3rd
f\oor or in the foyer. Sent\mental value. Please contact

,'Ms~·;'·Jeafrn'e· ··smJtf1t''.'flettri~!·. ·· ·

bodywork know-how.
Inspection sticker. $500.00 tary, ·Behavioral Science
or B.O. Call Nancy at 822- .Dept.
5503 after 7:00.
Roommate wanted for ·offcampus apartment. Please
Need a babysitter? Wee- cal I 697-0053.
kends day and/or nights, Even1ng Students-Need
some weeknights. If out of someone to look after your
walking distance from BSC, children while you attend
will need a ride. Please leave class? Willing to watch
your name and number for children in my home from
Donna at the Comment 3:30 on. 1h mile from college.
office for more information. Call after 3:00, 697-2220.

OPPORTUNITY IN
COSMETICS

We represent a multi*million dollar
business enterprise and are offering full or.
part time sales and management positions
as professionally trained Cosmetic and
Color Consultants.
Good income.
Training provided. For interview, send
letter of interest with name, ·address, and ·

phone number to:

College Color Consultants
P.O. BOX 183

No. Pembroke, MA 02358.
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Cuttin

After Flight School
By David R. Maddern
ATP, CFl-IA, A/IGI
FAA Accident Prevention
Counselor
Everyone involved in avaiation these days has heard a
story or two regarding some
fortunate individual who just
obtained their commerciaI/instrument certificates and
mysteriously lands a job with
a major carrier or corporate
position in a Lear someplace
in the West Indies. This gen_,
erally is not the way things
happen. A career as a professional pilot does not begin
with $100,000.00 salaries,
beautiful women, and three
day work weeks. You must
acquire thousands of hours
of flight experience, commonly referred to as "time".
There are no jobs for low
time pilots so you decide to
become a flight instructor.
Fearlessly you crawl in and
out of those very same aircraft you once trained in but
now sit in the "right seat", a
place you will become very
accustomed to. You will
spend many nights driving
home from work.considering
possible ways which you
could secretly poison Sun:day's 6:00 AM students. You
cannot understand what you
did to deserve a lousy
$140.00 paycheck when, in
fact, the local town drunk
receives more for pumping
gas part-time. Anotherwayto
build up "t\me" istoflyatalt\...
tudes less than 100 feet and
as far out a 200 miles offshore
in a small, hot, and noisy
single-engine airplane for
twleve hours a day. You can
proudly tell friends and family alike that you're involved
in a commercial fishing operation as a "spotter". They will
all gaze at you strangely for
some time to come.
Several years pass by, and
insructing has made you

look, and feel, much older
than you really are. One
morning, after a brief peek in
the mirror, you decide to try
your luck with some of the
local part 135 outfits. Federal
Aviation Regulations require
pilots to have minimum of
500 hours before they qualify
in such operations. You
cheerfully know you have
more than that and apply to
an assortment of companies.
Acme Aero /Services hires
you to fly right seat" in their
older twin, and ancient
Beechcraft of some kind. Fri'day you received your first
paycheck and it made you
somewhat n a use o us
because now you make only
$130.00 per week. Knowing.
this is a step up the ladder
however, you decide to con-:
tinue employment with
Acme.
Another· year passes by
and your parents want you
out of the house. You know
it's time to look for a· higher
paying, more prestigious
position and you feel confident about your abilities. You
walk into many of the commuter airline terminals with a
big friendly ·smile. The first
thing that the chief pilot
asked you in your last interview was if yqu_had your Airline Transpo~t Rating. You
didn't want to lie to the man,
so you quietly said no and
walked out, feeling a little
foolish. It's time to go for that
·ATP~ The f.AA. requires
pilots to have a minimum of
1500 hours and be at least
twenty-three years q1rl before
they qualify for this rating.
Somehow you pass the written and prepare·. tor yet
another check-ride with you
know who! Miraculously, you
pass it, and now know. how to
compute a weight and baiance for a B-727 and perform
similar duties in a Dc ...9. You
have never been a passt?!19~r
11

in either of these aircraft, but
this new certificate makes
you happy anyway. Your
friends still think that you're
just a private pilot and that
you fly only on calm, clear,
sunny days.
Weeks, even months of
resumes, phonecalls, and
interviews pass by and finally
a new commuter service
hires you for a "right seat"
slot in their new multi-million
dollar DeHavilland Dash7.You now make $900.00 a
month and even get one day
off a week, usually a rainy
Monday. This is the first flying job in six years where you
actually get to wear a uniform
and even look like a pilot.
Your parents think that
you've finally "grown-up"
and will speak to you again,
but only if you promise to
start paying back your father
the $20,000.00 you owe him.
Those great jobs flying
"real airplanes" to exotic
locations other than Keene,
N.H. may now be in sjght. It
will take years of hard work
before any airline will consider you as a potential
employee. This is true even if
your father is Frank Borman.
Once you do make it to the
airlines, be prepared for
many happy flying years in
the "right seat".

ed Tape
The Comment.will be featuring a new weekly column
starting next week. Its purpose is to help students solve
any administrative problems
they might be having.
If you are having trouble
tracking down your transcripts, getting financial aid
information, straightening
out your bill, or just getting
someone in the adminstration to listen, .I can help.
I know it sometimes seems
impossible to cut through the
red tape here at BSC. So if
you're a freshman trying to
get your classes straightened
out, a commuter without
much time to run around with
paperwork, or anyone else
who needs some imformation, drop me a line.
Hopefully, I will be able to
get some answers for you, if
not I will refer you to someone who can help.
You can drop off any questions atThe Comment office •.
which is located on the
second floor of the Student
Union next to the bookstore.
Please include your name,
address, and phone number
so I can contact you if any

additioal information is
needed.
Next week I will start with
your questions, so this week I
thought I'd give some information to seniors.
For those of you intending
to graduate in May, you must
submit a degree application
by November 1st. If it's not
turned in to the registrar by
that date you will not graduate. (They're not kidding
either.)
You should pick up the
blue application card at the
registrar's office as soon as
possible, fill it out, and return
it to the registrar who will
then run a check on your
GE R's.

You must then pick the
card up and bring it to your
Department Chairperson
who will make sure you have
completed all your major
requirements. The department will then return the card
to the registrar.
Don't put this off, seniors.
You don't want to find out a
week before graduation that
you can't graduate because
you forgot to take Library
Intro.

About the Yearbook

The 1984 BSC Yearbook is
now under production with
the signing of contracts
between S.G.A. President
Paul Dobson and Hunter
Publishing Company. .
At a recent S.G.A. meeting,
Barbara Glauben was con·~¥-¥¥-¥¥¥¥-¥¥¥¥¥¥-¥¥¥¥lf¥¥ firmed as Editor. Yearbook
funds are distributed by the
S.G.A., for graduating SSC
seniors.
An organizational meeting
,,n~was held in the Yearbook

··cancer Society··
Needs Volunteers

office on Sept. 22 and the following offices were appointed: Assistant Editor; Chris
Harwood; and Copy Editor,
Margaret Flaherty. The Photography Editor will be
appointed at a later time.
Studio One of Plymouth
has been selected to do Yearbook photography supplemented by in-house photo
graphers: Ralph Sinclair,
Kevin Hebert, Don Hanis,and
Beth Johnson.

Individual senior portran~
will be taken by Studio One in
the Theatre Make-Up room in
the S.U. on Nov. 21 - 23. This
session is for al I seniors, but
particularly those who will be
leaving BSC in December. A
second schedule is set for
Feb. 6 - 10, 1984. Appointments will be made during
the week of Nov. 14-18. lndividual information packets·
will be sent directly to
seniors.

of

The Brockton Unit
the cessation program; what
American Cancer Society, materials are used in the pro·which is responsible for a 11 gram and how they used;
area towns besides Brock- films that accompany the
ton, is searching for volun- program; American Cancer
teers to be facilitators for Society guidelines for fees,
Smoker's Liberation Work- faoilities and record-keeping;
shops. A facilitator runs common successes and
.these workshops for people . problems that appear in a
who want to stop smoking. program; and helpful hints to
Anyone interested, accord- make programs successful
. ing to Mary E. Flynn of Brock- for participants as well as
ton, volunteer president of . facilitators.
the Cancer Society's Greater
"Anyone who doesn't
Brockton Unit, can attend a smoke; recognizes the health
· ~raining session .for facilita- hazards of smoking. and
tors from 6 to 10 p.m., Wed- would like to help others kick
nesday, Oct. 5, in the the habit wou Id make a perconference room at Goddard fect facilitator," Ms. Flynn
Medical Associates, 1 Pearl said. She added that those
St., Brockton.
wishing to attend the training
Facilitator training will session should call the
cover the role of the facilita- Cancer Society's Greater
tor; the design of an eight- Brockton Unit ·office at 583~
ho u r, self-help smoking 8515.

,.:.i,}:·;>.::;:\·:·:;~s

...... .

The new yearbook editor, Barbara· Glauben, and Assis"'\
stant, Chris Harwood.
. . • . ..
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MASSPIRG Begins
Semester Projects

~

~

BE A PUBLISHED ARTIST
t\'\e

By Becky'. Davenport

The Bridgewater State College chapter of MASSPIRG,
the Massachusetts Public
Interest Research Group, is
now in its inaugural semester. The PIRG office is
located on the campus
Organizations office on the
third floor of the Student
Union. PIRG was established
on campus this past Spring
through a favorable vote of
the student body, by an overwhelming margtn of 76-24%.
The first major meeting is
scheduled for Thursday,
September 29 at 11 :00 A. M.
MASSPI RG was established 11 years ago a U. MASS.,Amherst and is now a
statewide organization active
in 17 college and university
campuses. The group is student run with professional
staff advisors. Each chapter
has representatives who
meet to discuss and confirm
projects. The organization if
funded by a $3 waivable fee
which is attached to the students tuition bill.
PIRG will be working on
four projects this semester. A
consumer hot line will give
students and community
members advice on consumer "rip-offs" and advice on
small claims court. The
organization will also be
investigating used car scan..,
dais since 1/3 of. consumer•
complaints involves used car
sales. In addition, PIRG will

tackle the problem of acid
tain through political action.
This entails urging local
Boards and officials to make
higher officials aware of the
problem. Finally, PIRG will
be conducting campaigns for
hazardous waste clean'.'"up:
There are two known toxic
waste dumps in Middleboro
and one in Bridgeweater.
The BSC representative for
PIRG is Matt Wilson, a 1983
political science graduate of
Dartmouth College. Matt will
be helping to direct and
organize the group and its
projects.
Matt stated, "I'm excited to
be here at SSC. From what
I've seen, the students 'and
the college have a great
potential to · make a big
impact on community and
state "issues."
The acting PIRG chairperson is Judy Budnik class of

BRIDGEWATER
ARTS REVIEW

needs your contributions
Poetry

Prose

Short Stories

Black and White
Drawings
Ink Washes

Photos

We also have openings on the staff
Our office is located in the Student Media Center
(nest to the bookstore). Contributions may be
dropped off here, or at our mailbox at the S.U. Info
Booth. Our meetings are held on Tuesdays at

1986.
In the past, MASSPIRG has
been effective in passing
many bills, These accomp1is h men ts include the
hazardous waste superfund
bill, the bottle bill, and the
recently passed lemon law
for th~ new car buyers.
Any person interested in
becoming an active member
of the MASS Pl RG chapter
here at BSC, should come to
the . PIRG .. of~ice . . which .. is
located tn the c:·am pbs'otuian;;;
izations office on the third
floor of the Student Union.
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How in the World
D.o .:¥ou. £h~. ~eai:~e1.t
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Whe'ther you are a returning senior or a first semester
freshman, the question of
"what to do for a living;" can
be a perplexing if not difficult
one.
For some people the issue
of career choice has been a
relatively simple one. They
have long known what they
wanted to do and are clearly
on the path of working,
toward that consistent career
objective;
For mostof us, though, this
is not the case. More common is the pinball experience
of career exploration-as we
propel ·. ourselves int~ the
world ofwork we bounce off
innumerable options that·
look attractive (and some not
so attractive), but eventually
we end up at the bottom waiting for .the energy to again
launch into the maze of
career ·options hoping. for a
direct hit. "There must be
something out there in the
·world of work for me, and if I
can bounce around _ look
mechanfos of this organizaenough in that in that pinball
tion and help. establish a
confusion of college majors
greater liaison between the
and job possibilities, I'll find
student body and. the student
it,·· I hope!"
.
government. My job will be to
~ ·. If you find yourself identibring andy issues, - ideas,
fying with the above scenaquestions, or problems you,
as ,stud~nts, have, to the rio, don't worry, you are not
S.G.A where action can be alone. Statistics show that
approximately 70% . of the
,initiated.
If you have any input American work f()rc~ is work
ing in • areas not directly
please feel. free to pass it.on
related to theircoUegemajor.
to m.e'. My mailbox is locate(j
This
figure alone indicates
in the Student Government ·

Hi! My name is Jeff Nummeli n, a newly elected Senator at-Large of the Student
·Government Association. I'm
a junior computer science
major with hopes of conc:en'.'"
trating in economics; I'm also
a member of the college
wrestling teaminwhich I places third in the N.E. .wrestling
championships, and the current treasurer of Phi Pi Delta,
a coed fraternity on campus.
This is the first year I have ·
be-en actively involved in the Association office. The Stu..
Student Government. As
Senator~at-Large. I hope to
learn more about the year with your help.

a

considerable struggle on the
part of many to negotiate
their needs with those openings in the market place.
It may be a relief for you to
know that one does not have
to decipher their career puzzle alone. The counselors in
the Career Planning and
Placement Office are availa- ble to help you choose the
most appropriate career·
direction for your work file.
Ho.w can they help you?

.

Placement Office isn'tjustfor
Seniors. Freshmen, · Sophmores, and Juniors are
encouraged to use the
resources and services of the
office to (1) determine if they
are in the correct major for
thetr career objective, (2) discover what a certain field is
all about, (3) find a career
direction they might be interested in, (4) explore graduate
school or transfer opportunities, or {5) to put together a
resume for all types of
* by making avaiJable to employment.
you numerous . printed
ForSenic>rs this is the time
resources on·
hundreds. of yea( to .· begin thnking
of popsible occupations and about setting up the ground
careers.
work to secure that job in the
*through the use of han- Spring. The credential fite,
douts which help you resume and cover letter,
develop a
greater self interview and job search proawareness regarding your cess are the components to
work life values,
aspira- beaddressednowtoensurea
tions and potentiat
less frantic Spring. We can
· * .bY having you take: an, help you with these imporinteresUnventory, ·which is a tant aspects.which create the
questionnaire ·that helps successful job offer.
you determine your interests
The Car~er Planning and
and
ability areas.
Placement office is located in
* by helping you think· the Student Union building
, through yourquestions, con- on the ground floor, across
'cerns, and
goals regard- from the candy . counter.
ing your work life plans.
Hours are from 9.to 5 Monday
* by offering other servi- . through Friday and 6 'to 9pm
ces, including help with Tuesday evenings. You can .
resume
writing, inter- .call 697-1238 to make an
viewing techniques, job appointment, or just drop in
search strategies, and by the office to see what is
graduate ·School plan.; available.
·
nig.
When it comes to making
some career plans, help is not
The Career Planning far away;
·
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Entertainment

Crossfire Ignites Campus

Last Friday's outdoor con ..
cert behind the Student
Union.

Archie' Goes, To The
Broadway In 'Br()thers'
BROTHERS. a new play by
George Sibbald. Presented
by Noel Pearson. Starring
Carroll O'Connor, and featuring Frank Converse, Dennis Christopher, Gary Klar,
Paul McNamara. PreBroadway Engagement ·at
The Colonial Theatre, 106
Boylston Street, Boston

the ranks Qf the union local of
which, atthe time we come to
know him, he has been· p. resident for twenty-five years.
Jim is running once again for
re-election, but this time his
chances aren't as sure. His
sons, all four, are loosers of
one sort or another. One is a
reformed alcoholic; one is a
hopeless dreamer; the other
is a successful lawyer who is
By Matt ·Peter Donoghue
ashamed and resentful of his
family; and the other, the
BOSTON-The radio. spots youngest, needs an organ
for this new play in try-out at transplant. Only the lawyer,
the Colonial feature the played mechanically by
familiar voice of TV's Archie Frank Converse, proves to be
"Bunker. Carroll O'Connor, an acceptable donor. But he
telling us that after thirteen has come back to the homesyears of doing Archie, he tead from Brookline,. MA.,
should have taken a vacation. where he has set up practice
I'm inclined.to agree.- Broth- to inform them that he has
ers is a play that would have decided.not to make the sacsome potential if it were rifice . for
brother ..he
di(ected by ·a man other than doesn't even know."
a star. Mr. O'Connor makes
A colleague of mine, John
the mistakes others--notably Engstrom (who free lances
Tommy Tune in the Boston. for the Boston Globe), wrote
try-outof My One and Only~- a piece a while back about
have made in trying to wear plays and playwrights who
two totally different hats.
take for theirsubjectterminal
Brothers tells a familiar diseases and expound on
story; in fact it is too familiar. their effects on a family. He
A working class family in an cited such plays as Equus,
Eastern seaport city in the Whose Life Is It Anyway? and
midst of a crisis. The charac- The Elephant Man, which
ters are, by-and-large, stock .. were all - enormously suecreations as well. The father. ,cessful on Broadway, as
Jim, p1ayed by O'Connor is a being less. than the masterSt;ottish ·immigraf.lt, a .self-, .pieces:they~ar.e~ ~r.edited as.
1 1

Thursday the 29th
· Inn Square Mens Bar Inman Square •. Cambridge-lfyousaw
The Sex Execs in the BSC rat last year, you know what a fun

band they are. With funky covers (Get Down Tonight) and
origanls (Something Strange) you can't miss with the Sex
Execs tor a good dance time. A special fashion show is
included in the nights festivities, although I don't understand
h
ow.
. Scotch ·n Sounds Westgate Mall, Brockton - Everybody's
old favorites, The Neighborhoods (Pretlest Girl). With special.,
guests
·
·
·

because manipulation of
emotions is easy. I don'tthink
Brother~ bas a hope of emu.
h. .
. f th
lating t ,. ~· _success 0 . e
above !""e~t~oned plays, but
the pomt is the same. The
situation, family dealing with
a loved-on~·s· terminal
illnes,s, makes':the fact that
Friday the 30th
the wh·o1e business is basically empty. Brothers does
The Channel 25 Necco St. Boston, Waterfront- Everybody's
not benefit from the master- favorite homosexual, Lou Miami and the Kozmetix will be
ful qialogueof a Peter Shaffer appearing with the winner of last years Rock n' Roll Rumble,
(Equus); the play is written by Limbo Race. Lou has a fantastic new album out in which he
George Sibbald, a carpenter
shows·his serious side (Dancing with Death) as well as his
at the Metropolitan Opera in
comic side (Women In a Western Bar). The album is rnu~h
New York, and his occupabetter produced that his last single (To Sir with Love) yet still
tion is quite clear because if
as hokey. It's classic Lou Miami and a must for any record
his work.needed to be evalucollection: Limbo Race are over-rated, but interesting. All this
ated critically, and it does, for $2.50 - What a deaf!
one could not be ruled out·of-line in calling it wooden. It
Saturday, Oct 1
does have potential, though,
under a strong director like
Mike Nichols.
You don't care too much Storyville 645 Beacon St. Kenmore Square, Boston - Speaking·
about the c·haracters in this of. records, here's the best one I've heard in a million years play, except the youngest The Violent Femmes. What happens when you take the-angst,
son, played winningly by fury and attitude of early punk and subtractthe sillyposturing,
Dennis Christopher. His is breakneck speed, and fuzz-tinged everything? The Violent
the only three"."dimensional Femmes. They can only be described as a cross between Lou
performance on the stage of Reed and Jonathan Richman and the Modern Lovers with the
the Colonial: The others are poetic sense of Patti Smith. Go out and butithis record. O.K.?
The gig is an all ages show with Del Fuegos from 5 - 8 p.m ....·
cartoons at very best.
But Boston is a try-out
The Raft 5 East Merri mac St. Lowell - the New Models have
town, and perhaps they can
.get it right here. One hopes been around for a couple of years now and with the help of
so, because Carroll O'Con- some friends (The Cars), have put out an album and couple of
nor, the actor, makes it clear 45'.s of .,their syntho-rock. They did it first ·and some people
that he can play more than think they did it the best.
Arct)l~ Bunk~r.,frpr;rr QL,teens •..•. · See ¥OU .in clublan.~H ;. :.·,~.·: •
1
m~de, P!~~~~~:.~~~~;~~~~~~9!·~,~.t.tt~~s:i>~\.~~:.!~~~'!~~~ ~..:1~ ·.'.· _.. :J~ew York:.
·\ ·
. J'(! ~~. • ~·
,1 ,
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Bob Smith's

Writers Wanted For Entertainment

The Bookstore Line
Existential Blues
mood for existential philosophy. He breaks down in
There is a reason for this, I ·front of me. His body
)ecomes contorted with
tell myself, if we truly live in a
uncontrollable spasms. He
ordered universe. The line for
lets out a single, ear-piercing
purchasing books seemed to
scream:
"A A A A H H G H H
have grown larger while I
!!" As the paramedics wheel
seemed to have remained in
him away I can hear him
the same place - for two
insanely babbling to himself:
hours. In that time, I have
"B-b-books!! W-why do I
written letters to every perhave to b-buy b-books?"
son I ever promised to write
Oh well, I thought. I still
to but didn't. I've made lasthave
one friend left. I turn
ing friends with the person in
around to talk with her.
front and in back of me. I've
"Please", she whimpers, "I'm
read War .and Peace" twice.
l'M only a freshman. "Yeah,
There's not much else to do.
sure kid. I was a freshman
·Of course, there is theory
once. I've paid my dues. But
which states that we do not
I'm a Senior now. I should'nt
live in an ordered universe.
havetowaitinlinesanymore.
This theory holds that since
I should have my books deli~
there is no order there can be
vered to me - express!
no consistancy and without
Should. I am forgetting that
consistancy ther can be no
"REASON" for absolutely . an ordered, rational universe
is a prerequisite that anyanything. It's a thoroughly.
thing
"should" happen. I realdepressing theory. I try and
ize of course that if I buy the
explain this concept to my
alternate theory I will eventu~
new
. friend. Somehow, .I don't
all reach thecoriclusion that

By Michael Ricciardi

11

Trivia Tester·
RULES

1. Prizes for solving trivia questions are two movie tickets to
each winner which are good at General Cinema Theatres.
2. All entries must be received at the Comment office by noon
on the Wfklnesday following.the issue date. Only one entry per
contestant. Comment employees are inelegible~
.
3. There can only be two winners a week, that's all we can
afford, so when there are more than two winners we'll have a
lottery.
·
qollege itself is meaningless. 4. Contest only open to Bridgewater State College Students,
Absolutely devoid of reason. :.faculty and Alumni. All entries are to be submitted to the
This is why I cling to the Comment Sec~etary between the hours of 9a.m. to 2p.m. A
ordered universe theory. valid f.D. must be approved by the secretary. The entry should
Especially since I'm a Senior.· include the answers, your name. address and telephone
_
Four years of developing a number.
5. Winners will be notified-in the next issue of The Comment.
like for beer and doing term
papers the night before 6. Not all questions need to be answered In order to enter the
contest and winners wlll be Indicated. by the number of correct
they're due can not be in vain.
answers. It Is poaslble to only get one question .right and still
Huh. So I tell myself. But the
win unless, of course, someone else does better.
more I wait the more I begin
to doubt. Then, suddenly, I

am re"!inded of ~omething I
reas aoout Albert Einstein.
Someone once asked him if
he still believes iri an ordered
universe now that Relativity
destroyed that notion of
Absolute Time and Space.
Einstein replied {in a German
accent ,of course): "God
does not play dice with the
universe!" I wonder if he
would still be saying thatif he
had to wait ,in line for 21h
hours to buy books, Well,
maybe God doesn't play dice
with the universe. Maybe he
plays pinochle with the
universe.

CONTEST NUMBER TWO:

1. There are four seas in the world named after colors. What
are they?
2. What is the name of the-pet monogoose in Rudyard Kipling's
The Jungle Book?

3. Who is given credit as the Inventor of Basketbal I? - ( 1891) -

(Springfield College)

·

·

4. What was Richie Rich's dog's name? (Harvey Comics)
5. In the TV series A DAM-12, name the 2 officers, who were the
main characters. (Played byMartin Milner and Kent McCord)
AND- THE WINNER OF CONTEST NUMBER ONE IS:
· ,
Jeff Stallard
There was only one entry last week and Mr. Stallard was
able to successfully answer t~o bf the questions. Congiatu/ations to Mr. Stallard who will receive all four complementary

••••••••••llllililill•••••••••••llll. tickets.

llllliilmiiilllllll. .

The answers to l~st. week's questions are:
1•. Zonirig7mprovement Plan
· _., · · '"

.The Wiz Is O;verwhelming
By Scott Esau
BOSTON--The Wiz descends upon Boston with all
the force of its legendary tornado, sweeping the audience
away for a night of vocal and
visual enchantment. The
Black version of The Wonderfuf Wizard of Oz is so warm
and humorous that many
theater goers will be
immersed in . Dorothy's
plight, but don't fall into the
trap of comparing The
Wizard of Oz with Judy Garland to The Wiz because the
two are distinctively different. The Wiz is written by Williarl'l Brown and 'the music
and lyrics are composed by
Charlie Smalls with a Black·
perspective in mind.
The role of Dorothy is
played perfectly by the petite
Stephanie Mills •.. who originated the Broadway charac..,
ter at the age of 16. Miss Mills
is so believable as· Dorothy
that the audience immediately accepts· her performance. She gestures, acts,
and dances with equal agility,
but then she knocks the
crowd out with hervoice.She
can't be taller than ·5'2" but
her voice fills the Shubert
Theatre with such intensity
that you shiver in your seat.
Her duet with .Gregg Baker in
"Lion, Be a Lion", is so mov. ing that it stops the first actto
wrench at the. old heartstrings in the song .. Don't Cry
. Girl". Miss Mills brings the
. theater to' tears in the finale·
''Home""·and y()'U walk qi.It In

disbelief of her performance.
The supporting cast was
generallyexcellentw!th stunning showings by Juanita
·Fleming as Aunt Em, JohnAnn Washington as the inept
and seductive Good Witch of
the North, Addaperle(Yes,
you read it right. Her name is
John-Ann.), Ann Duquesnay
. plays Addaperle's sister
Glinda the Good Witch of the
South who floats on stage
·riding a crescent watermelon
rind and tells Dorothy how to
get back to Kansas in the
song "If You Believe."
The Scarecrow, clowned
consumately by Charles
Valentino, keeps you in
stitches and , dare I say it, will
make you laugh until you
burst at the seams. He
laments his fate in "I Was
Born on the Day Before Yesterday" and dances with such
fluidity that you come to
believe he is made of straw.
TheTinsmancarvesouthis
role with his ability rather
than his ax and it's all thanks
to Howard PorteL When he
sings "SUde Some Oil To Me"
and the tender ''What Would I
Do If I Could Feel" it seems
that he already has a heart.
·
The most outstanding of
Dorothy's companions had
to be Gregg Baker as Lion.
He established such a rapport with Dorothy and the
audience that you wish he
1
would go on strutting around
· forever. His voice had to be
one of the most resonant,
roaring, and beautiful. instru-:
.. :ments featured ln the sh.ow.

2. Hymie
3. Chuck Cooper
4. Monticef~°: ~
5. My Fair Lady

0 f course The W i z
wouldn't be completed with- )··········~·································~···
•.
•
out a nasty evil tempered ·:
Helen Landry and Al Talbot
witch, so enter Ella Mitchell •
- •
88 mime clowns at the outas Evillene The Wicked Witch :
door concert.
~:
of the West. Evillene is ••
-M••
dragged on stage by her
• •
slaves accompanied by whip[:
ping billows of smoke, spid:r •
ers, snakes, skulls, and a
·
41..
horde of terrible villians as
~&..~
o •
she hypnotizes you with her
"":'ti'
'~:
belting rendition of "No Bad
News:' She is so overplayed,
:
and overweight, that you
'-V~
can't help but love and loathe..
..._...,,,.""""
•
her at the same time. Ella Mit( ; .~. .
•
chell plays ·it to the hilt ,~md
bumps and grinds so fantas•
tically that it saddens you to
:
see her liquidated.
•
The only disappointing •
·
SPANISH DANCE
:
performance.was Carl Hall as :rhursday September 29 •Ramon de /es Reyes Spanish Dance:
the Wiz. He was so shrill and :rheatre at 8:00 in the S.U. auditorium. Tickets are avalable:
effeminate that when he . ~ow at the info. booth. Experience the color and excitemento1:
sings "So You . Wanted to :Spanish dance~ Two workshops will .be conducted that day··-:
Meet the Wizard" it makes ~neat the Student Union ..and one at the Burnell School cne
· you wish they hadn't wished •
Burrill Ave.
:
.to see him. The highlight of :
.: ,; ·
THE RAT
.
:
his performance was when :rhursdrty,Sept. 29: TGIX in the Rat 4-7, *piano bar with David:
he flies away in the balloon :
·
Leo.
•
screeching, "Dorothy, :
.
. RENAISSANCE FAIRE
. .
·
:
Dorothy, I just can't control :Sunday, October 2nd: Bus trip ~o *King Richard's Renais-:
itl" His acting wasn't con- tSance Faire in South Carver. The bus leaves from the StudenC
trolled either.
~nion at 1Q:OOamand returnsfromthefaireat4:00. ThecostiS:
The show was directed by :Only $4.00. with a B.S.C. 1.0. Ye will enjoy thyself I A rollickinQ!
Geoffrey Hold.er, ·(drink 7-Up :
good tyme for thee and thy friends!
:
anyone?), who also designed · •
AEROBl,CS
:
the costumes with startling .. :•Aerobics Course: Starts October 12 and will run for aweeks.:
results in both· areas. He ~lasses will be held twice a week in the Student Union Bal-'
makes The Wiz as fabulous . :
lroom. Look for details this week!
:
as it is.
: . .
.. .
GAMES TOURNAMENTS
.
:
The Wlz will be playing in :Games Tournaments: Sign ups are happening. now at the:
Boston until Sunday, Oct. 2, •
S.U. info. booth until October 1~ Entry fee Is $1.00
:
and tickets cost· $32.00, :
. .
. .. . :
$27.00; and $'18~00 at t~e box :These eventsiare.sponsored: by1the Stu.dentiUrliQ€1,,P,rQgfi.~,
'offlce.
. -i'H;;'/
:
·.
Lt.;·•d'.' .$:•'.1 ii'. r:GGmml~tef!f i ', wlJ ;~;·~..!I ;'.;i';;l,1;). fch.r:~ '::~Li!:if;
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YES, I would like it!

I he~ ~~~:i:·t~:~: ~i:~
We
i opinion on something!

your

:

~

What would you think of the idea of

i having a show called "For Lovers Only",
:

where the only type of music being played
would be slow music, love ballads,
sensual songs and songs to put you in the
"mood". Dedications would be allowed. ·
But before this takes place we need your
input. So please give us your vote by
submitting this form to the WBIM studios
on the third floor of the student union or
the Comment offices between 9:00 a.m.
and 2:00 daily.
The Student Union fountain is alive and well! After extensive renovation this past summer, the
fountain is now working in full glory.
·

WBIM-91.5

Photo: Ed Donahue
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Free Legal Advice
Atty. Donald IV1. Hadge was qences.
All students, clubs, and
hired by the S.G.A. to give,
free legal advice to.all B.S.C. organizations are encourstudents.
He is ·currently aged to fill out this questioavailable on Tuesdays from . naire regarding possible
3pm to 7pm (in the council · seminars in law. Atty~ Hadge
chambers, 3rd floor Student ·~really wants to help,
Union.) and will soon be " ... nobody really knows
announcing additional office much about the law except
hours. All clubs or organiza- what they read or see pn
Uofts~re urgedtct~PFH~ulttbe fiAil!e(~,·.C.9!Jft.•. ~nd. Peopl~,'$·
S.G.A. Atty. prior to execut- Court:"· ·
·
ing any contracts, agree, Indicate importance/interments, or other documents ~st by placing 1,2,3,4,5,6
which .'!lay have legal conse~ (with, 1 being the highest

~**********************************

** .
**
Homecoming Events
* Here is a list of the tentative events for Homecoming!
·
*
!*'weekend.
Thursday, Oct. 20- The Senior Class will have a band in the*
priority) next to each area. It * ballroom from 8:00 - 12:00.
.
·
!
is also requested that stu- *Friday, Oct. 21- Sigma Chi has tentatively scheduled a bon-*

dents indicate the time of day~ fire followed by a cheerleading rally. All age dance with a*
they would prefer, and length *band in the ballroon sponsor~d by the Program <?ommittee. ! ,
of the seminar for purposes* Saturday, --Oct. 22- There will be a Homecoming Parade*
of ascertaining necessary~ beginning at 11:45 am in front of Boyden Hall. The parade*
details to each topic. Also *will go through the town and end at the football field. The!
please observe the spac~ *football game will begin at 1:00 pm. Saturday night, there*
allotted for general com-! will be a band in the RAT sponsored by the Program Com-*
ments.
·
* mittee. All age ballroom event with the band Back Bay*
[)S>nl:l.ld M. Hadge's Ded- *sponsored by the S.G.A. The Alumni Association_ will be~
ham Office is located at: ·*hosting Irish Night in Tillinghast Hall. All events are from*
850 Providence Highway ~ 8:00 - 12:00.
·
*
Dedham, Mass. 02026
Tel: 326-2424

·**********************************'?t
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Student Quest1ona1re

.

Regarding To-plcs for Seminars
Overview of Legal System

_
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i Commuter
Alliance
F . d

Day/Time/Length I
1
of Seminar
1

or me

1

I

accessable to all commuters.
This unifiCation could also
hopfully lead. to increased
communication with the col0
I P~~a~~;t~~~~~~e O~t
lege administration.
I
I
r
u en
The administration is presis the brainchild
of
ently conducting, a traffic
II Alliance
Peter Hartel!,
the newly
I
I
I appointed avisor to off cam- flow study in addition to considering the BAT system and
·---:-------~------------~-+---------=·· the
pus students
and Billof
Brassil,
chairperson
The
an· expansion of the BSC
11 Landlord-Tenant Law
.I Friends of Bridgewater.
shuttle system.
I
I The organization's purThe BAT system .would
I
transfer students daily from
;-1~~--:--'---------~--~------t---------_. pose as stated by Hartel! "is
I
IU Criminal Law
I to overcome the fragmenta- ·the K-Mart plaza bus stop in
1
I tion of BSC's 3000 commu- Brockton. The BAT sy~tem
links with the Boston MBTA,
..-------------~-----__:._---'---1-__;,,------__. ters and to represent the
unified needs of those
and, if implemented, could
I
I students."
provide stud~nts from as far
IV Real Estate Law
I
I
These aims were presented
away as Quincy with an alter@"----:---_;_________________
to the dozen or so charter ·native to driving. This plan
1
1I members who attended the may be in effect sometime in
1
V Consumer Protection
I first meeting. The problems Janurary of 1984.
I
aired at the meeting fell into
Students commuting from
1
...-----""'---~~--:--:-...,.._~~,;__,,__
_
_;.__ _ _.;..,......-l-.:.._-.:_.._ ___.__:__.i two
categories: parking
within Bridgewater. could
1 problems and ina_dequate benifit from a proposed plan
I
to expand the shuttle bus
1
VI Other Areas of Law
disemination of information
valuabl~. to commuting
system presently on campus
with new routes thoughout
I students.
the
town. This plan may
I
Comments
Co-founder Brassil point1
.1
I ed out that while 80% of all begin in September of 1984.
OCACSA is looking for
I
I ~tudents are commuters, res1
I 1dent students use 90%. of the support and new .ideas from
I
I colleges services, . partially BSC commuters. To find out
I
I because commuters simply more about OCACSA, conI
I do. not know that the services tact Peter Hartel! in Boyden
.1
I exist. ,
..
. Hall .or attend the next scheI Brassil and Hartel! hope duled meeting Thursday the
1
I .
.
. .. .
... _. . . . ..·..
v .
, ,
•.
. . . ,,
.
I tha.t OCACSA can provide a 29th, 11:00am in the. Student
Sub Shop. .
" vu:·. 1· Lr
~.,_-,.,-·~~~~~'~.-l'll*-,_.Jll!lll!flP-..
central information\. location

I
I

I

a. Explanation of Court ·~tructu re
b. Expla_nation of various areas of law
c. Comments on how the law is changing in
response to society's neeQ,s and demands
al. question encl.answer
period
.
d. Gener

Wednesday September
21st marked the first meeting
1 of BSC newest student
1

c;m;

..

_;._-+.---_,;_------·

I

I
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0 _ •.

....-.• ..;......._..__ _.
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Announcements
Senator Atkins to Speak at B.S.C.
Bridgewater State· College is hosting a Breakfast for Business, Government, and Education Leaders on Tuesday morning, October 4, at 8:15 a.m. in the Student Union Ballroom.
Featured speaker will be Senator Chester Atkins, Chairman
Senate Ways and Means Committee.
This special event is being held in observance of "National
Higher Education Week," and you are most cordially invited to
attend.
Please call the Community Services office at ext 1335 to
confirm your reservation.
·

By Barbara Glauben

OASIS meetings held on
Tuesday and Wednesday in
the Rathskellar are being
termed a huge success. Students turned out in good
numbers to reinforce the theory that misery loves
company.
We were so sorry that we
were unable to notify everyone by letter about the coffee hour, but due to that
new-fangled-computerthing we were inable to
obtain current mailing labels.
As a matter of fact, we still
't have them.
don
We are therefore, sincerely
grateful to the Comment for
getting out the word on the
office hours.
Now for the news OASIS.
"Older than traditionally

Aged Students In School".
Okay, the older folks, are
gathering strength once
more. We are now looking
forward to a large, well publicized general meeting for
thepurposeofelectingofficers, and making plans. We'll
let you know as soon as we
know.
Three protem officers are
looking into the situation
even as we speak.
So in the meantime, if you
have any questions, problems, or comments, please
·
pop into the 0 UTREAOH
office in the Grove Street
Building (Main floor near the
Woodward Hall end of the
building). Or stop in for no
reason and we'll talk.

S.A.M.

Approximately 75 students
P.A.R.T.Y.
were in attendance as the . There will be an important meeting Tuesday Oct 4 at 6 p.m.
Society for the Advancement in the Green Room for all students interested in project
of Management (S.A.M.) held ,P.A.R.T.Y. A student run alcohol awareness group.
its first meeting of theseme~Senior Class
ter on Tuesday, Sept. 27.
Th f'
K
After introducing Prof.
e irst ick-off party sponsored by the senior class will be
Frederick Heap, S.A.M.'s on Thursday, October 13 at Anthony's Crystal Ballroom in
.
Brockton. Look for futher details soon.,. , ..
a d visor,
and the members of
the executive board, PesiEquestrian Club
dent ScottYakola gave a brief
Meetings are held on Tuesdays at 11 :00 in the S.U. Seminar
description. of S.A.M.'s his- room. All are welcome, the only requirement is that you like to
tory and its activities on cam- ride horses. Come join our team!
pus. Points of interest were
Communication Disorders Club
S.~ ..M.:s 73 ~ear heri!age, its ; The Communication Disorders Club will be sponsoring a
""""" • • ,.... .. ' • • • • " • •,,... • •"' • 4 •"" •
• • • • '
•
~ffiliation with .the intern~- B.a,ke Sale Friday, September, 30th from 9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
The Friends of the Bridgewater Public Library are pleased to tionally recognized Ame:n- in front of the bookstore.
can Management Assoc1a- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - announce their first sponsored program of t he season, tion, and the benefits its
History Club Meetings
"Houseplants For The Cooler Temperatures." Jim Reedy, the
M r
h Id
Greenhouse Director at Waterford Village, will apminister members wifl enjoy.
ee mgs are e every Thursday at 11:00 in the Student
Topics mentioned for Union, upstairs across from the SGA. All are welcome!
helpful advice in Tuesday, ,October 11 for anyone with ailing
FrBBhman Center
houseplants, or those who foresee problems with their plants upcoming activites included
as the temperature drops. Mr. Reedy is planning a shorttalk, a speakers from the business
Freshman are encouraged to drop by and visit the Center
time for questions, and most importantly, the opportunity to community, movies, and a which is )ocated on the first floor of the Maxwell Ubrar\/.
check your houseplants that need "doctoring", with the possible October fundraiser. Whether you are looking for a place to meet other freshma~
advent of cooler temperatures upon us.
More up~to-date information assistance with your choice of major, reassessment o(you;
In addition to being a self-taught specialist on houseplants, concernmg S.A.M .. can be ~resent schedule or help with adjusting to colleg·e, you will
Jim Reedy is the organist and choir director at the Holy Ascen- foun.d on the bull~ttn ~oa~d find someone ready and willing to help. The Center is open
sion Orthodox Church in Bridgewater. He has been a resident outside Prof. Heaps office rn from 8:30 to 4:30 Monday through Friday and your advisor or
since attending Bridgewater State College.
the management ~epar~- another professional wm be on hand to help you or to help you
The program, which is free and open to the public, will begin ment. The next meeting will find the right person to see on campus.
If you are interested in workshops in Study SkiHs, Time
at 7:30 p.m. in the library, and will last approximately 90 be held on Tue~day, O~tober
11 at 11.:00 am in the Library Management. Career, Choice or Peer Discussion groups, you
minutes
..
·
Lectu.re Harr. Alf interested can drop by the Center to sign up. Additional information on
MENU
Tiiiy and The Hiii
students are welcome.
these workshops will be sent to you short1 .

at

September
.Thurdsay
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereals
'Fresh F.rult
Scrambles Eggs
Pancakes w/syrup
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

Friday

a.fJ

IQ,

October 5

Tomato Soup
Cheese Pizza
Chinese Chow Mein
Chile Con Carne
Fried Rice
Mixed Vegetab.les

Tomato Soup
Manicotti
Roast Pork Loin w/gravy
Italian Mixed Vegetables
Mashed Potatoes
Corn

Clam Chowder
Clam Chowder
Tu11a Melt
Seafood Platter
Open Face Hot Roast Beef Clams
Sandwich w/gravy
Shrimp
Mashed Potatoes
Onion Rings
Broccoli
Cheese Pizza
Green Beans
Carrots

Saturday . Brunch
Assorted Juices
Assorted. Cold Cereal
Fresh Fruit
Eggs .to Order
French Toast
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

,~unday

I

I Beetle. Good condition,
.TOOLS (Continued from
I 9?0d gas mileage. $700. Call I .pa~e 1)
;
'
I Jim, 697-2442.
I
Dr. Hoffman believes that

1...--------------

.

.

Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereal
Fresh Fruit
Cheese Omelet
Waffles
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

,

r-------~-~----1 " ' - - - - · - - - - - - - - Y - - - - -...

1 For Sale - 1973 v.w. Super

Beef Noodle Soup
Fish Square on Bun
Hot Pastrami on a Bun
Waxed Beans
Potato Gems

Beef Noodle Soup
Pork Cutlet w/ Gravy
Stuffed Shells
Mashed Potatos
Zuchini In tomatos
Peas

Chicken Noodle Soup
Meatball Sub
Hot Turkey (Open Faced)
Sandwich. wig ravy
Whipped Potato
Mixed Vegetables

Chicken Noodle Soup
Cheese Ravioli
Chicken Cutlet w/
Supreme Sauce
Parsley Boiled Potato
Corn
Green Beans

Tomato Soup
Grilled Ham & Cheese
Sandwich
Sloppy Joe
French Fries
Carrots & Peas

Tomato Soup
Roast Turkey
w/Gravy & Dressing
Baked Ham w/Frult Glaze
Batter Dipped Fish
Mashed Potato
Spinach
Squash

Beef Vegetable Soup
Hot Pastromi on a Bun
Chicken .a King
on a Tart Shell
Potato Puffs
Green Bean~

Beef Vegetable Soup
Roast Leg of. Lamb
Spaghetti w/Meatballs
O'Brien Potatoes
Broccoli
Corn
Garlic Brea~

Brunch

·Assorted Juioes
Assorted· Cold Cereal·
Fresh Fruit
Eggs to Order
Waffles
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

Monday
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cerea.1
Grapefruit Half
Cheese Omelet
Waffles
Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

awareness Of the prehistory
of Southeastern Massach usetts Will prevent this from
happening in the futur~.
Rainbow Girls- Bridgewater Assembly No. 75
BOOTH (Contln~ed from
meets every first and third
page 1)
Tuesday of each month at.
would be great", Wilson said
7:00 p.m. at the· Masonic
open
hopefully, "if it could
Hall, .Central Square;
seven days a week." HowBridgewater.
.....................,,..,,..,........................-..........,.__.......,.....,._...,,......;..,..,. ever, he stressed, the most
important time for the booth
to be open is weekends, starting in October. He said, "It's
Bridgewater
the time that many high
Family Day Care
shcool students come to visit
We're always available, we're
the campus."
reasonable, and we provide
What do other people think
fantastic child care.
.Call 697 ·2l68

be

COMMUTERS (Continued
from page 1}

Tuesday
Assorted Juices
Assorted Juices
Fresh Fruit
Scrambled Eggs
Pancakes
Bacon
Assorted Domi.
Toast/butter/jelly

la

Wednesday·
Assorted Juices
Assorted Cold Cereal
Fresb Fruit
Cheese Omelet.
French Toast
· Assorted Donuts
Toast/butter/jelly

Corn Chowder
BLT Sandwich
Sheppard's Pie w/Gravy
Peas w/Mushrooms

Corn Chowder Steak w/Sauteed Onions
and Mushrooms
Turkey Cutlet
Baked Potato
Carrots·
•Zuchini· ·.

'

regretfully, over the years,
construction has destroyed
COiiections Of artifacts that
would have revealed earlier
cultures in the area. However, he hopes that greater

.r--;;-0~~11

l

,l
i

i\

Guitar, Violin & Mandolin

·•·

by former. concert.mast·e· r of
Indianapolis Smyphony

________ _ J
.$6 per *hour .

Call E. Bernard 697 -9138

.._. ..,.
_,,.
rn; od • ro<.-d hom 912!/83

•·

lege administration.
The administration is presently conducting a traffic
flow study in addition to considering the BAT system and
an expansion of the BSC
shuttle system.
The BAT system would
transfer students daily. from
the K-Mart plaza bus stop in
Brockton. The BAT system
links wit.h the Boston MBTA,
and, if implemented, could
provide. students froni as far
away as Quincy with an ~lter
hative to' driVing: This· 'plan

of the booth? From the art
department, Professors John
Heller and Lawrence Pollens,
feeJ that work could. improve
the bo.oth. Heller feels the
booth. can' be functional· as
well as aesthetic, if the brick
work is done properly.
Pollens is not so optimistic.
He doesn't see the booth as
being in a logical place.
For now, only time will tell
if anything wi II become of the
great red booth.

may be in effect sometime in
Janurary of 1984.
· Students commuting from
within Bridgewater could
ben ifit from a proposed plan
to expand the shuttle bus
system presently on campus
with new routes thoughout
the town. This plan may.
begin in September of 1984.
OCACSA is looking for
support and new ideas from
BSC commuters. To find out
more about OCACSA, contact Peter Hartell in Boyden
Hall or attend the next sche~
duled meeting Thursday the
29th.• 11:00arriin the.Student~
Sub Shop>..,: . , ·
:., r ·
• · •. ~
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Sports
Women's Fall Seasons-Underway
Fleld Hockey Rolls

Tough V-Ball Losses

By Gregory Mathis
The Bridgewater State College women's field hockey
team continued its winning
ways this week, defeating a
Division I team, tying
another, and rolling over twoDivision 111 teams.
Bridgewater was impressive in a 3-0 win over Div. I
Holy Cross. The shutout was
the fourth consecutive one
for the team, upping their
season mark to 4-1-2.
Marcia Good scored the
first goal late in the first half
on an assist by Laurie Nelson. Bridgewater wasted no
time in the second half,
extending their lead as
Denise Davis scored her first
goal of the afternoon at the
three minute mark. Davis
added a second insurance
goal at the twelve minute
mark on_ an assist from Dot
Soufy. Lynn Bennett _continued to do a steady job in
Co-caotain Ruth DeBesse controls ball in Bridgewater 2-0 win of So.· Maine.
the nets, as she has done all
year long.
Photo: Ed SantHll
On September 25, the Lady
Bears held tough in a scoreless tie with the __ University of
Maine at Orono, another Div.
1 team. · ·
·
Earlier in the week, BSC
By Mike Storey
end zone, an errant --Mark going the way it has so far,
defeated the University of
Everyone must be back Ambrose pass was inter- Mary Lou Thimas and her
into their daily routines by ,cepted by a Rams defender squad could be making
South Maine-by a score of 20. So. Maine came into the
now. Wa~lng up for those and returned deep into Bear another trip to the NCAA's
8:00 classesarid eating at territory. The Rams scored this year.
game- unqefeated, wi.th a
Tilly three times a day starts on that series to make it (16record of 2-0-1. The game
The women's volleyball
to get harder and harder as 3). a lead the Bears would team, currently (1-3), lost a
was scoreless in the first half
never overcome.
and remained that way until the semester rolls on.
couple of heartbreakers in
20:QO of. the second half.
Alf _the Fall sports_are now
Overall, the Bears gave up their home opener this past
Soufy then scored to break well into -fheif seaso-ns also over 450 total _yards to the - Tuesday against Division 11 U
the tie, and five minutes later with those o·pening day jitters Rams on defense and had of Hartford (11-15, 15-5, 15added an insurance goal to
well behind them. This past seven turnovers (4 fumbles, 3 17) and Mt. Holyoke (10:-15,
ice the victory.
week's results were a combi- interceptions) on offense. 13-15). Over the weekend the
In a laugher on September nation of both g0od and bad, Both these statistics must be _ladies trounced Westfield
22. Bridgewater crushed Fra- with the women excelling reduced drastically if the State (3-0).
mingham State, 8-0. Bridge- and the men takin'g it on the Bears are going to come out
Coach Kimberly Phillips
water led at halftime by a chin.
,. on top of this weekend has really lit a fire under this
score of 3-0 on goals by
This past Saturday's foot- against a tough Maine Mari- team as they seem to be at
Good, Ann Davis, and Good ball game against the Fra- time squad. Tiie Mariners are mid-season form even
again. They continued the mingham State Rams was by currently {0-2), but are a vete- though it's still early in the
onslaught in the second half no means pleasant as"~the ran ball club who always year. The ladies will be at the
addin·g five more goals Bears dropped a (16-3) deci- comes ready to play on Bryant Tournament this Satincluding two by Soufy, one sion to a team they should Saturday.
urday.- If they play with the
each by Laurie O'Connell, have beaten.
This weekend's game is same desi.re they showed on
D.Davis, and R.Debesse.
The first half had the Bears ·also Parent's Day at BSC. Tuesday, good things will
Head Coach Mary Lou Thi- constantly in bad field posi- Hopefully, playing in front of happen for this team by the
mas is very pleased with her tion. Three times they had to their parents combined with end of the season.
team's performance lately. start inside their own ten yard a better effort than last week,
Our men's soccer team
1
'We're playing well right line. Whenever the offense will bring the Bears win #2.
continues to come up short
Now the good news. The- as they lost·to Roger Williams
now, not only against teams seemed to_ get going, either a
in our own division, but fumble or interception would women's field hockey team is (2-0) and a strong Worcester
teams in Division I and II." kill the drive.
playing super again this sea- State squad (3~2). The team
Thimas continued, "I would
The Bears defense gave up son. They are currently (4-1- is now (1-4) on the year. Next
go as far as to say that if we yardage in large chunks, but · 2) after seven games. After game is today against always
continue to play the way we kept the Rams out of the end troµncing Framingham State tough S.M.U.
have been, we'll get into the zone until late in the second (8-0), they defeated the UniThe men's tennis team,
tournament (at the end of the quarter. when. they scored a versity ()f s. Maine (2-0), and now coed, seems to be getseason)."
' touchdown a.nd field goal to tied ·Division i U of Maine/0- ting things on track. After
Bridgewater's only loss of · take a (9-0) lead at halftime. ror:io· (0-0). They then shut getting blown out by Salem
the season came against
The second half was a little. out Holy Cross (3-0) on Tues· State (9-0) in their opener,
·Salem.State in the first game, more evenly played with both day .. The attack line of Dot the team lost a tight one to
1-0. Salem scored the win- teams turning the ball over in Soufy, Denise Davis, and Framingham State (5-4).
ning goal with less than a key situations. The Bears Marcia Good have shared the Coming away with victories
minute to go.
finally got on the board via a scoring honors throughout were newcomers Mary
The women have a tough Mark Boudrot fiefd goal (27- the season. Goaltender,
Doucette and Sue Dalrymple.
away game coming up on yarder) at the start of the Lynne Bennett, has been
Coach Doug Chapman is
October 4 in Connecticut fourth quarter and seemed to superb as she has allowed very pleased with his team's
0
against Southern Conn. have momentum going for only two goals ali year.
new situation'' as he thinks
State, a Div. fl team.
them. Unfortunately, on a
Next game for the ladies is it's beneficial. to the whole
drive on which the Bears against Southern Connecti- team's attitude towards their
seemed to be destined for the cut away. If the season keeps play. Next match for the team

Bear's Business

Continued on page 11

By Deb Santheson
On Tuesday, the Bridgewater State College women's
volleyball team was defeated
twice in a tri-match with the
University of Hartford and
Mt. Holyoke College.
A discretionary call ended
the night for the Bears in the
final match against Mt.
Holyoke College. With
Bridgewater trailing 14-13 in
the second game.of a best of
three, the referee incorrectly
signaled a carry violation.
Immediately after, she
claimed that spiker/setter
Donna Procopio had hit the
net. Changing her mind
again, the referee called the
net violation on spiker Diane
Cerne, who was playing
backcourt at the time of the
call. According to Bridgewater Head Coach Kimberly
Motley-Phillips, the referee's
final decision was that one of
the Bridgewater women had
hit the net but she was not
sure just who it was.
"The call came at a critical
time,''. said Phillips, "we were
coming bac:< in the match. It
was an unfortunate call,
especially at home."
After coming back from a
5-0 defecit to a 6-5 lead in the
first game of the series with
Mt. Holyoke, Bridgewater
lost by a score of 15-10..
Bridgewater started off the
evening playing the University of Hartford. After dropping the first game to
Hartford,15-11, the Bears
bounced back to win the
second, 15-5. Cara LaConti
served the first six points for
Bridgewater. Hartford closed
the gap with 5 unanswered
points o.f their own before
Bridgewater surged ahead
on the serving of Christine
Thomson and Debbie Thomas. In the third game, the
tie-breaker, Bridgewater fell
behind 6-0 before getting the
serve. They fought their way.
back tying· the score at 15-15.
Hartford was penalized for
ii legally having a player on
the court, but Bridgewater
couldn't convert. The Bears
then lost the serve and the
game by a score of 17-15.
The two losses were not
majpr disappointment as
Coach Phillips pointed out.
"We played well," noted the
coach' uconsidering we had
no real pre-season. I have
seen a great dea_I of improvement in a short period of time.
If we continue to work with
each other, the winning will
come with experience."
The Bridgewater team will
be on the road Saturday,
October 1 for a tournament at
Bryant College. Starting time
is 9:00 a.m. They will then
play- two home matches on
Monday, October _3, - and
Wednesday, October 5
against Worcester and Fitchburg, respectively. Both
matches will start at 7:00 p.m ..
in the Kelly Gymnasium.

a
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Sports
Flag Football Schedule
Men
Women

Bear's Business continued.
is this Sunday against Westfield State. The men's and
women's cross country
squads continue to do well
after this past weekend's
S.M.U. Invitational. Yesterday, both the men and
women competed on their
home course for the first time
against Roger Williams and
Smith, respectively. This
weekend coach John Laverty
and his troops travel to
Rhode Island College for a
race on Saturday.
lntramurals
All Fall intramural sports
. have now begun. Nights in
the gym are now filled with
volleyballs flying through the.
air. Days are filled with
bodies flying through the air
on the flag football fields. It's
still too early to tell who is
going to be the teams to beat
in any .of the leagues.
Aerobics has taken off
dramatically. Over one
hundred students participate
on a regular basis for the
Monday and Wednesday
night workouts. The noon
time session is beginning to
build up a following also.
Kelly Gym

As of Tuesday night
(Sept.27) the Kelly Pool has
been cl©sed down because of
a breakdown in the filtration
system. Hopefully, this problem will be rectified within the
next few days as PE classes,
Aquabrytes, Waterpolo, and
recreational swimming had
to be cancelled.
B.A.l.R.S.
The B.A.l.R.S. club had
their first meeting this past
Tuesday.· Another meeting
will be held again on Tuesday, Oct. 4th at 11 :00 a.m. in
the gym. For those of you
who missed last week's meeting and are stil I interested in
joining me see (Mike Storey)
in Room 114 in the gym or
just come to the meeting.
Things will start to be moving
aftenhat so don't miss out on
the fun.
The fall weather has now
come upon us and so has
those sniffling colds which
everyone seems to catch,
including myself. So if you
plan on going to the game
this weekend bundle up.
Health Services only has so
much Coricidin D to go
around.

t . A .. Team

1 Maniacs

2 The Force

3 Piranhas
4 Hiii Team

Date
9-27

Date
9-28

4:00 p.m.
7-1,2-3
9-29
7-2, 1-3
10-4 7-3;6-2
10-6
1-2,3-5
10-11 7-6, 1-5
10-13 7-5, 1-6
10-18 5-2,3·6
10-20 7-1,2-3

R

2 Mad Dogs Returns

3 The Piranhas
4 Smegma
5 Iron ·Force Hogs
6 Token
7 BAMFS

5:00 p.m.
4 .. 5
6-5
4-1
6-4
4-2
4-3
4.. 7
6-5

Playoffs Start Oct.25
Top 4 Teams

5 No Names

10-3

4:00 p.m. 5:00 p.m.
1-2
3.. 4
5-1
2.. 3
1-3
4.. 5

10-5
10-12 2-4
10-17 1-4
10-19 1-2
10-24 5-1
10-26 4-5

10-31

1-4

11'-2

FINALS

3-5
2-5
3-4

2-3

2-3

lOCICJOO~O:O:~:=>::OOC:IO'!>OCICoCllO=="°~.,..o::r..-oc;-~~~

Elegant Violence At BSC
By Peter MacDonald
The· Bridgewater Rugby
Bridgewat'er's first four
:)tub had its first home game
points in the opening min:rn Saturday the 24th, and
utes of the first half. _
jefeated the Plymouth State
· The West Roxbury Rugby
qugby club to make their
Football Club was there also
·ecord an even 1-1. ·The
'and they played against Plyruggers dominated the game
mouth State and the Bridge~ompletely, holding Plywater 'B' squad. The 'B's' who
mouth State to just one try,
led by a huge margin in the
first half were beaten, ironiresulting in a score of 16-4.
Credit for half of Bridgewatcally,by one of Bridgewater's
er's points goes to Sid Desanp la ye rs. .Jeff ''Sp rout"
·tis who scored two back to
Mccorrison, fee II ng he
back trys in the second half of
hadn't gotten enough excer· the game.
.
cise· in the 'A' game, slipped
Jim Greco, who ju~t . into a West Roxbury uniform
recently changed his posi- and scored two trys which
ffon from tight head prop to won the game for W.R.
wing forward, had a fine
This weekend the ruggers
showing wben he· took a will travel west for a tournathrow in from hooker Vince ment in the Berkshires.
Abbene, and forged his way

Soph. Shaun McRae heads for trouble in 2-b loss to Roger Williams.

Booters Lose FourStraight
Th~ B ridg water State
College men's soccer team
dropped their fourth straight
game on Tuesday against
Worcester. The men, now 1-4
on the season, lost 3-2 after
taking a 2-1 lead in the
second half.
Worcester (2-3); took a 1-0
lead in the first half. Bridgewater tied the score in the

::so~v:se:::r:::t::h=ea::t::ry:s::l:::in:s:e:::,~scc=ocr::::sin:::sg:.us:s=~r::s:::s~::::::::::=:::::::;:i~:::::::a:s::s::~a:l~:::'S:::s:::S:.SS:sse~c;ond

on a\ goal by Scott

Archer, with the assist going
to John McGuinnes. ·They
then took the lead on a goal
by Bob Moff on an assist from
Archer.
Worcester tied the score
five minutes later and won
the game on a goal late in the
second half.
Bridgewater goaltender
Brad Mastrangelo made 14
saves in the losing effort.

BSC Sports Schedule
Week of Thursday Septem_ber 29,1983
Thur. Sept.29 HOME
HOME
Sat. Oot.1
Away
Away
Away
Away
Sun. Oct.2
HOME
Mon. Oct.3
Away
Away
Tues. Oct.4
Away
HOME
Wed. Oct.5
HOME

Soccer
Football
Volleyball
Soccer
X-Country
Tennis
Volleyball
Soccer
Fleld Hockey
Tennis
Volleyball
Soccer

BSC.vs.SMU
BSC vs. Maine Maritime
. Bryant Tournament
BSC vs. Hellenic
R.I. Coll.lnvltallonal
BSC vs. Westfield
BSC vs. Worcester .
BSC
Eastern Nazarene
BSC vs. So.Conn.State
BSC vs. Worcester
BSC vs. Fitchburg
BSC vs. Salem

vs.

3:30 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m .
1:00 p.m.

1:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.
4:00pm
2:30 p.m.
7:00 p.m.
3:30 p.m.

,..._._.

From .Left to Right: John's car, Paul's car., Janes's car, Stan's car, My car (I wish), Tom's car, Mary's car, Ed'scar, Donna's car,
Jeanme's car, Kevin's car, Chris's car, Gregg's car~ Debbie's car, Robert's car, Bobbie's car, Margaret's car, Rich's car, Bill's car,
Nobody's car, Nancy's car, Bob's car, Joanne's car, Rosie's car, Tina's car, Mike's car, Dave's car, Jeff's truck!, Stuart's little red
red pickup· truck, Sam's machine, UDO (Unidentified Driving Object), Barbara's car, Batmobile, J. B.'s Aston Martin, Glenn's
car, Chuck's van, Danny's car, Anne's car, Tim's car, Liz's truck, Hal's pickup, Sue's wreck, James's car,-Barry's car, and so on ...
and so on ... and so on ... and so on ...

Photo: Nancy DuPont

As they say, "a picture is worth a thousand words" this picture is worth a thousand cars!

"".i"

All stude'nts, clubs. and organizations are invi~ed to choose a nominee for both Homecoming King & Queen. The top nominees
will then be on the ballot to be elected 'by student votes.
The qualifications are as follows: Must be a Senior student, actively involved in Campus Clubs, Organizations or Activities.
Remember these people are representatives of the student body. Please include a profile of the students you have nominated
. and a phone number and address where they can b~.reached.
Please submit all nominations to the (!lass of 1984 mailbox in"the S. U. information booth.
The deadline for nominations is October 4th, 1983.
Voting will be held October 18 & 19.
Crowning of the King and Queen will be at the Homecoming Kick-off Dance held Thursday Oct. 20th in the Student Union
·. ··.: ..... ·•. '. .... .B.allropm. . . . ,. .•.••. · . . . .....
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~ 1984 SPRING BR~AK
~

PARIS!

I

A trip for learning and enjoyment
Departure probably March 14th from Boston
Inquiries to Dr. Hamilton, Tilly 342, Ext. 2285
Basic fee is $839* $275 deposit by
October 15th
~
Full Payment by December 1 for Guaranteed
~
~
_
Super Saver Airfare
~ Frugal traveling with a small, friendly -group

I
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